HITECH COURIER LLC
STORAGE FEES/DISCLAIMER/IMPORT DUTY/WEIGHT DISCREPANCY
Goods shipped through Hitech Courier LLC in the United States or around the globe
must be picked up within 10 working days in Lagos. As soon as packages become readily
available for pick‐up, we would send text messages and make telephone calls to
ultimate consignees in Nigeria and other destinations around the world. Residents and
International visitors are hereby advised to provide their telephone numbers and e‐mail
addresses on the custom’s declaration form.
Upon signing below, you hereby authorize Hitech Courier Nigeria Limited to collect
storage fee of #1,000 naira per day on each invoice from your ultimate
consignee/receiver from the 11th working day, on goods that are not picked up within
the 10 working days grace period. Please be advised, that ALL packages are subject to
handling charges abroad.
For control purposes, goods for collection in Nigeria are being re‐weighed in the
presence of the receiver. You are hereby advised, that goods that weigh over 2lbs of
what U.S. offices reported to Nigeria will be charged with the difference at the
prevailing rate from such office in the U.S. We would not entertain or be held
responsible for goods that have been handed over to consignee or their representatives
for packages that have actually left our Lagos office. Please advise your representative(s)
to inspect and report damaged packages on our Incident Report before acceptance.
At Hitech Courier, we make every effort possible to be your reliable and efficient
forwarder and for timely delivery of your goods. However, there are occasions when it
may be impossible to make goods available at their final destinations as estimated by
Hitech, Foreign Airlines and Ocean liners due to circumstances beyond anyone’s control.
Examples are, but not limited to: Mother Nature, cancellations, cargo re‐booked by the
airlines/Ocean liners, for one reason or the other.
When this happens, Hitech Courier USA will not be held responsible or liable for any
delay or damages to such goods with expiration dates and broken glass items.
Please be advised, that it may also be necessary to hold customers responsible for
import duty on certain goods at the port of destination. We would provide every
assistance necessary when situations like this occur.
This letter must accompany all shipping documents. Hitech Courier USA reserves the
right not to ship, if a client refuses to sign this authorization/agreement.
Please help us to serve you better!
________________________________
SIGNATURE & DATE

